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“BLEssED DEATH”
LOGLINE
When sixteen‐year‐old Cara Whitney discovers she is the mortal incarnation of the Greek
Goddess of Blessed Death, she is thrust into a cosmic power struggle in which she is forced to discover
her true self, the reason she is there, and come face‐to‐face with the true evils of humanity.

SHORT OUTLINE/FORMAT
Blessed Death is a one‐hour serial drama in which the main character, sixteen‐year‐old Cara, is tasked
with relieving the suffering of the innocent, by taking the soul of those that hurt them. With dark and
supernatural action, she will be forced to face the evils of humanity by laying hands on those whom fate
has chosen to die.
As part of the serial element, she must also defend herself against an unknown enemy, whose
supernatural assassins can appear at any time. In an effort to survive, Cara must solve the mystery of
who she is in the mythological world, and why she is now bound to earth as a mortal. The search of
which will draw her into a cosmic power struggle between the Gods that will have ramifications for all of
humanity.
Producers:
Writer:
Director:
Location:
Genre:

Little Fierce Productions, LLC, Jump Rock Pictures, LLC, Michelle Blanc
Michelle Blanc
Lisa Belcher
New Orleans or other location with appropriate Southern Gothic feel

Contact:

Avi or Rachel Lake, LittleFierceProductions@gmail.com, (210) 323‐8907

Young adult modern‐day gothic drama with darkness and supernatural actions, dynamic
characters and plot, as well as a mythological base that provides unlimited resources for
expanding the world and creating the potential for multiple side‐stories and spin‐offs to draw
the audience further into the franchise.
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SYNOPSIS
My name is Cara Whitney, I’m sixteen‐years‐old, and this
is my confession.
I had hoped if I followed the rules, and behaved, then
perhaps people would forget the horrible thing my mama
had done. I thought maybe I could be more than a small‐
town girl with a bad history, maybe even do something
good.
But I’ve recently discovered that when I lay my hands on
someone evil, they die. Each death releases an innocent
from their suffering, and it should feel good, knowing that,
but it’s hard to get their faces out of my mind. When I lay
down at night, sometimes all I see is the dead. Ford says
death isn't good or evil, that it's fate, but my Gran's words
circle my head like vultures on a scent. She always said the
Devil can convince you anything is right.
Ford was there for me after I took my first soul. He told
me who I really am, the incarnation of the ancient Greek
Goddess, Macaria, an agent of the Underworld. He’s from
the same place, another God, I think. According to him,
I’m simply doing my job. I trust him, but not everything he
says makes sense. Like the reason he remembers being a
God, and I don’t. But he was right about the Eidolon,
those creatures are mean. They show up whenever, as
whoever, supernatural creations made of mist and light, whose sole purpose is to end my mortal
existence. They don’t care about who else gets hurt in the process, either. It makes me worry about my
friends. I have to question if it’s selfish keeping them around.
Which brings me back to my reason for writing this. As of today, I’ve killed nine people. Such a small
number in the big scheme of things, but not when you’re talking about deaths. I fear that forces I don’t
fully understand are barreling down on me and this small southern town like a train. I’m going to try my
best to stop it from hurting those I care about, but I’m afraid.
When this is over, whether I go to Hell, the underworld, or just get born again as someone else, I wanted
someone to know. I never meant to be bad, but it’s in my nature.
I am Blessed Death.
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CHARACTERS
‐ THE GODS ‐
Cara Whitney ‐ At sixteen‐years‐old, Cara finds out she is the human
incarnation of Macaria, daughter of Hades, and a Princess of the
Underworld. Without knowing why or how she was born as a mortal, Cara is
tasked with keeping up with her work as an agent of blessed death, a job she
struggles to reconcile with her normal teenage life. Already burdened with a
dark family history, and with no memory of another life, Cara finds it difficult
to follow the rules of her new role and as a result threatens a balance that
has lasted for millennia.

Kenneth Ford “Ford” ‐ On the outside, he’s a heart‐throb slacker with a
skater style. In reality, he is the incarnation of Charon, Ferryman of the Dead. A
grouchy old man stuck in a young person’s body, Ford has seen it all and is
impressed by little. Vague about who he is and why he came, he will guide Cara
in discovering the reason she came to earth, even if it means defying everything
he’s ever known.

Laila Young ‐ Having grown up in the foster system, Laila is a loner. A deep
thinker who values independence, she embodies the spirit of the anarchist,
encouraging free thought and questioning the establishment. New to town,
and unaware of her true nature as the incarnation of Melinoe, goddess of
ghosts and insanity, Laila does not realize the central role she plays in initiating
an epic power shift among the gods.

Thomas Everhart ‐ Unknown to Cara, Thomas is Thanatos, the
personification of death. Posing as her friend, Thomas’ goal is track down
Melinoe, Cara’s lost sister and the object of his obsession. Selfish and
manipulative, he works behind the scenes, helping or hindering Cara as it suits
his purpose.

Minister Lucas Ardere ‐ A Fury, or manifestation of vengeance, he was
sent to kill Cara’s mortal body, and any who help her. As the newest and
youngest leader of the church, he is able to insert himself everywhere, burning
a path of destruction through acts of vengeance within his flock. A disarming
predator, Ardere delivers his threats with so much charm that his victims
hardly believe his words before it is too late.
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CHARACTERS (cont.)

‐ THE MORTALS ‐

Zoey Pace ‐ Cara’s best friend, and the only one who knows her secret. Zoey would fit in better on the
west coast, than in the small southern town where her open‐minded, outspoken nature does not
always sit well. Descended from a long line of gifted mediums and psychics, Zoey easily accepts the
supernatural even while choosing to forgo her mother’s path in the study of the occult.
Mason Adler ‐ A high school athlete and Zoey’s boyfriend, Mason
is a good guy with a positive spirit. His mother works nights as a
paramedic, giving him a unique resource for information on
some of the strange events occurring around town. He doesn’t
always know what is going on, particularly in the beginning, but
he is emphatically loyal to his friends and a crucial member of
the team.
Priscilla Pace ‐ Zoey’s mother, Priscilla is the town fortune teller
and a true psychic. For generations, the Pace women have
passed on their understanding of the esoteric and as the new
matriarch, Priscilla embraces this legacy. Because of her rare gift,
she is one of the few who sees the danger headed their way.
Elena Flores ‐ Raised as a Catholic, Elena rejects her family's
views for a more scientific look at the world. This makes her a
smart, capable detective and the only one who sees a connection
in the sudden upswing in bizarre deaths. To understand the truth, she will have to delve into the sacred
and holy, a world she put behind her long ago.
Catherine Whitney ‐ Cara’s grandmother, she is a conservative Baptist woman with a spine of steel and
stubbornness to match. Thirteen years ago, Catherine’s daughter dropped off her two‐year‐old in the
middle of the night. The next day the police came. Since then, Catherine has done everything she could
to raise her granddaughter to be
good. But when Cara begins acting
strange, old fears begin to arise.
Fears of the past, and a secret she’s
been keeping since the night her
daughter fled.
Danny Mathews ‐ Elena’s partner,
Danny is open‐minded and street
smart. He grew up in a big city, and
there isn’t much that fools him. His
instincts make him a great
detective, a fact that doesn’t escape
him, but his cockiness is endearing.
Having faith in Elena’s instincts he
backs her hunch and soon discovers
the connection in the coincidence.
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MOOD BOARD
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EPISODE SUMMARIES
Episode 1 ‐ The Call
When sixteen‐year‐old Cara sees a ghost during a seance, her life is turned upside‐down. She discovers
she is the mortal incarnation of Macaria, a goddess of the Underworld, whose job it is to reap the souls
of evil‐doers. But she soon finds that human monsters are not the only things she must face when she
is attacked by a supernatural creature, or Eidolon, who has taken the form of someone close to her.
Episode 2 ‐ Gordian Knot
Faced with her true identity, Cara dives into her normal life with a
renewed determination to live as she always has, much to Ford’s
frustration. But the mythological world isn’t done with her, and she is
soon drawn to a new soul that needs to be transitioned to the
underworld. Cara is only barely able to resist the compulsion to end a
life, and decides not to tell Ford and Zoey. A second Eidolon attack
motivates her to search for answers, and she discovers through Ford
that the monsters have a local source. In an effort to help, Zoey gives
Cara her grandmother’s protection charm.
Episode 3 ‐ Achilles Heel
Cara and Zoey attend the last football game of the season to watch
Mason play, with a begrudging Ford in tow. While there, they are
attacked by an Eidolon impersonating a member of the rival team.
Confused by Cara’s protective charm, the creature almost hurts Zoey,
and as a result, Mason is exposed to Cara’s secret. This close call
further convinces Cara that she needs to locate and stop the source of the Eidolon, for the safety of
herself and her friends.
Episode 4 ‐ Tantalus
Cara’s Gran discovers her charm, and worried she is being led astray, grounds her. But Ford encourages
her to sneak out, drawing the wrath of the Mormo, an ancient Greek bogeyman that eats disobedient
children. Ford and Cara work together to destroy it, and for a moment seem to have a connection.
That is, until Ford finds out Cara has already discovered the next soul she must transition and has
hidden it from him.
Episode 5 ‐ Pandora’s Box
To ease the tension between Ford and Cara, Zoey convinces them to investigate her next assignment.
The excursion gives the two a chance to learn about each other, and softens them to the other’s way
of thinking. But Cara is impatient to find out who is sending the Eidolon, and she decides to take action.
In secret, she and Zoey perform a modified version of a family spell to locate lost things. It works too
well, and Cara is inundated with things she wasn’t even looking for, including several surprise run‐ins
with Laila and a visit from the Kobaloi, a mischievous spirit who enjoys scaring humans.
Episode 6 ‐ Cerberus
After missing rehearsal too many times, Cara gets in hot water with her theater director and is
assigned the task of setting up the drama club’s booth at the school’s fall carnival fundraiser. As night
descends, Cara and Ford are chased by two Eidolon in the form of vicious dogs. They are saved by
Thomas, whose true nature is revealed to Cara. Finding out that Ford has been lying to her creates a
new rift between them, causing Cara to question who she can trust.
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EPISODE SUMMARIES (cont.)
Episode 7 ‐ The Fates
Zoey convinces Cara she needs a night of fun and the girls go to the school fundraiser. But when Cara’s
second assignment shows up, it sets off a chain reaction of events in which Mason is almost gravely
hurt. Frustrated and scared, Cara demands answers and Ford reveals that Cara came to earth to look
for something, and made a deal with someone powerful to get there.
Episode 8 ‐ The Fury
Knowing her current position was a choice, Cara decides to accept her responsibilities and embrace her
new role. In the process, she learns that while some people are evil, death is not. Cara realizes she
already knows who the source is, and turns to her friends for help. United, they face the Fury, but it is
ultimately up to Cara and her unique ability to call ghosts to banish the spirit of vengeance. In doing so,
they discover the greater power behind the Fury, and their true enemy, the Goddess Demeter.

‐ Season 2 ‐
After defeating the Fury and learning that Laila is her sister in the underworld, Cara is determined to
protect her at all costs. In that endeavor, she discovers that her efforts to get to earth and find Laila
were the result of a manipulation by Thomas. He has been searching for Laila for hundreds of years
with the intention of returning her to Underworld permanently. But Cara isn’t going to let Thomas win
so easily, even if it means breaking the deal she made with the primordial entity Ny, an action that
carries a harsh and permanent penalty that
Ford has been trying to prevent. For a brief
time, Cara’s memory of the mythological world
returns, and she learns of her history with Ford
and the reason he came to help.

‐ Season 3 ‐
Spurred by Cara’s rule breaking and Demeter’s
quest for power, mythological forces descend
on the small town of Bellwood. Determined to
protect the world she knows and loves, Cara
finds herself at the center of an epic power
struggle among the gods. One in which she will
discover that belief is everything, immortality
has its limits, and that the line between living
forever and being human lies in the soul.
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CAST
KENNETH FORD “FORD”

CARA WHITNEY
Avi Lake
“A Series of Unfortunate Events”, “The One I
Wrote for You”, “Meeting Evil”

Finalizing casting but several very
well‐known actors are being considered.

MASON ADLER
Jeremy Taylor
“IT”, “IT Chapter Two”, “Are You Afraid of the
Dark?”

THOMAS EVERHART
Nicholas Hamilton
“IT”, “IT Chapter Two”, “The Dark Tower”,
“Captain Fantastic”

ZOEY LEÓN

MINISTER LUCAS ARDERE
Cheyenne Jackson
“American Horror Story”, “Glee”, “Decendents 3”

Finalizing casting but several very
well‐known actors are being considered.

CATHERINE WHITNEY “GRAN”
K Callan
“Veep”, “How I Met Your Mother”, “Louis & Clark”
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
Michelle Blanc, Creator/Writer/Producer
Michelle has been an author from day one. An insatiable bookworm as a child, she parlayed that
passion into becoming both an accomplished author and script consultant. She has an uncanny ability
to take scripts to the next level with an eye for detail on everything from plot and character, to story
beats. All of her original stories and consultations ensure that each project is unique and has the
proper format to deeply engage the target audience. She has many original screenplays as well that
we are currently developing.
In addition to her brilliant storytelling, her greatest attributes are her speed with turning out not only
full screenplays but also her ability to completely provide input, reorder and doctor scripts to make
them sell. Each one designed to really hook audiences with all the right beats and character arcs.
Avi Lake, Owner/Producer, Little Fierce Productions, LLC
Avi is a professional actress who has been acting since the age of four and is now fourteen. She has
appeared in many films and television programs in supporting, guest star, recurring, and starring
roles. Most recently she portrayed the beloved character, Isadora Quagmire of The Quagmire Triplets
in the original Netflix series "A Series of Unfortunate Events". In the series, she worked with
celebrities such as Neil Patrick Harris, Patrick Warburton, Cobie Smulders, Will Arnett, and Lucy
Punch just to name a few. She was especially thrilled to get to work with legendary director Barry
Sonnenfeld and Production Designer Bo Welch.
She has been fortunate enough to work with many other celebrities over the years but a few of her
favorites have been when, at the age of six, she made her film debut in "Meeting Evil" which
afforded her the opportunity to work with Samuel L. Jackson and Luke Wilson. She continued to work
on many projects and was especially thrilled to play the grand‐daughter of Doc himself, Christopher
Lloyd, along with Cheyenne Jackson and Kevin Pollak in the film "The One I Wrote for You". She also
thoroughly enjoyed guest starring on the very first crossover episodes of “Chicago Fire” and “Chicago
PD”.
After years of on‐set experience, she decided that producing and getting behind the scenes was her
next natural step (as “natural” as that is for a fourteen year old) and now works to bring the projects
she is passionate about to life. She and has already amassed a diverse roster for film and television
projects of which, some she plans to act in and others only produce. This past summer and fall she
produced her first feature film, pilot and sizzle reel.
Rachel Lake, Producer, Little Fierce Productions, LLC
Rachel is Avi Lake’s business partner and mother. Her professional background is in executive
marketing and her duties over the past years have included helping manage Avi’s career which has
afforded her the on‐set time and experience to observe and learn from the bottom up. When Avi
decided to start her own production company, she jumped right in. Her behind the scenes
knowledge, business sense, and marketing background were exactly what Avi needed to start Little
Fierce Productions, LLC.
With the help of many wonderful mentors and industry friends, producing alongside Avi has been the
perfect fit for Rachel’s business skills, helping in areas of budgeting, scheduling, marketing, and
communication. Even though Rachel and Avi have always been best friends, they each bring a
different personality and skill set to the company which has helped launch it quickly and successfully.
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COMPARABLE SERIES
Stranger Things (2016– ) NETFLIX
Season 4 begins filming Jan. 2020. TV‐14 | TV Series | 51 min | Drama, Fantasy, Horror
When a young boy disappears, his mother, a police chief, and his friends must confront terrifying
supernatural forces in order to get him back.
Storyline ‐ In a small town where everyone knows everyone, a peculiar incident starts a chain of events that
leads to the disappearance of a child, which begins to tear at the fabric of an otherwise peaceful community.
Dark government agencies and seemingly malevolent supernatural forces converge on the town, while a few
of the locals begin to understand that there's more going on than meets the eye.
Taglines ‐ The world is turning upside down. (Season 1), It only gets stranger... (Season 2), One summer can
change everything. (Season 3), A friend is someone you'd do anything for.. (Season 4)

Riverdale (2017– ) The CW
Season 4 currently filming. TV‐14 | TV Series | 45 min | Crime, Drama, Mystery
While navigating the troubled waters of romance, school and family, Archie and his gang become entangled
in dark Riverdale mysteries.
Storyline ‐ After the death of one of the rich and popular Blossom twins on the 4th of July, the small town of
Riverdale investigates the murder. The series starts in September, the beginning of a new school year, that
brings with it new students, relationships, and reveals the mysteries of the past 4th of July.
Taglines ‐ A Great Place to Get Away With It All

Chilling Adventures of Sabrina (2018– ) NETFLIX
Season 3 currently filming. TV‐14 | TV Series | 60 min | Drama, Fantasy, Horror
As her 16th birthday nears, Sabrina must choose between the witch world of her family and the human world
of her friends. Based on the Archie comic.
Storyline ‐ Reimagines the origin and adventures of Sabrina: the Teenage Witch as a dark coming‐of‐age
story that traffics in horror, the occult and, of course, witchcraft. Tonally in the vein of Rosemary's Baby and
The Exorcist, this adaptation finds Sabrina Spellman wrestling to reconcile her dual nature ‐ half‐witch, half‐
mortal ‐ while standing against the evil forces that threaten her, her family and the daylight world humans
inhabit.
Tagline ‐ Happy Birthday, Witch.

The Haunting of Hill House (2018– ) NETFLIX
Season 2 currently filming. TV‐MA | TV Series | 50 min | Drama, Horror, Mystery
Flashing between past and present, a fractured family confronts haunting memories of their old home and
the terrifying events that drove them from it.
Storyline ‐ Explores a group of siblings who, as children, grew up in what would go on to become the most
famous haunted house in the country. Now adults, and forced back together in the face of tragedy, the
family must finally confront the ghosts of their past, some of which still lurk in their minds while others may
actually be stalking the shadows of Hill House.
Taglines ‐ You're Expected

The Society (2019– )
Season 2 will air 2020. TV‐MA | TV Series | 58 min | Drama, Mystery, Sci‐Fi
When everyone else mysteriously vanishes from their wealthy town, the teen residents of West Ham must
forge their own society to survive.
Storyline ‐ When everyone else mysteriously vanishes from their wealthy town, the teen residents of West
Ham must forge their own society to survive.
Tagline ‐ No Parents. No Rules. No Way Out.
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CONCEPT ART
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With its original supernatural elements, dark setting, and a
wealth of mythology for the most diehard of fans,
Blessed Death
has the deep characters, mystery, and action
that captivates the young adult audience.

~

Restless…..
It’s been too long since the fall of Rome,

and the God’s are getting restless.
Now cosmic forces are descending on this small southern town
in a battle of forgotten deities,
human devotees,
and an epic struggle for
POWER.
Sixteen year old Cara is thrust into a world in which she must
discover the true nature of her immortal power before an ancient evil
ENDS
her
mortal life.
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